Minority Lawyers in Los Angeles

With Los Angeles the melting pot that it is, we’re truly a national leader when it comes to influential minorities – and the field of law is no exception. There are some particularly stellar minority attorneys in the LA region and we’ve alphabetically listed 40 of the best of them here, along with some basic information about their careers, practice and some relevant recent successes they’ve achieved.

Congratulations to the attorneys who made this list and thank you for working to keep the people and businesses of Los Angeles on the right track!

Will Chuchawat is the Team Leader of Sheppard Mullin’s M&A Team and is a partner in the Los Angeles office. He was one of the youngest ever partners in Sheppard’s 90-year history and one of the fastest ever to earn the title. He was the firm’s first cross border M&A attorney, relocating to Shanghai in 2007-2009 to build Sheppard’s corporate practice in China (which was Sheppard’s first international office).

Chuchawat is an advisor to private equity and public and private companies in the US and internationally. He is the go-to M&A attorney for a broad spectrum of clients. He represents clients in all industries, including A&D (where he co-heads the industry team), healthcare, biosciences, financial services, TMT, manufacturing, food and beverage and consumer. In 2015, he closed 34 deals and had 3,390.8 billable hours. Currently, he is handling 26 M&A deals (acquisitions or sales) in industries ranging from healthcare to A&D to consumer to Oil & Gas to everything in between.
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